
and features as the frontman of the hardcore-reggae 
band Realkeepers. And if you still don‘t think thats 
enough Bobo Niyah is working as producer for other  
artists with his Cesbeatz production and his own Record  
Label Niyah Fyah Records. Currently out in the stores 
are his album Di obsever,  the single Bounce to di  
Riddim and many more... if you want to have the newest  
informations about  Bobo Niyah please check out his 
homepage www.bobo-niyah.com.  2012 Bobo  
Niyah start his „War is not the Answe“ Europe Tour.  
For more informations, Bookings, Dubplates, Recordings 
please contact info@fyahwear.de or call 0171/2622993.

www.Bobo-Niyah.com

Bobo Niyah is an extraordinary music talent.  
The tobago born & raised sing jay & producer discoverd 
his love for music in his infant years. The final push was 
coming  3rd in his first singing contest at the age of  
eleven. He has been on stage since that day capturing his 
audience with his poerful live performance. In the 1980s  
Bobo Niyah was active with a number of soundsystems,  
Wally Soundsystem from Roxborough & his father sound 
system was the main Soundsystem he perform on,  
before coming to germany in the mid 90s. He quickly 
made  a name for himself in the national reggae scene 
performing & sharing the stage with well known artists 
like Pinchers, Alozade & Zumjay, Daddy Freddy, Rough 

Cut Band, Merciless & many more. In 1998 he  
produced, in cooperation with Walter Stobbe under 
the name Human Factor the song ,Invisible Barries  for 
the then current advertising spot ,,Smint“. Together 
with Cappucino Bobo Niyah has been present on the  
national tv music channel MTV in heavy rotation with 
the song ,,No Secrets“. His video „Everyting You Do“ was 
also played on VIVa as well. When it comes to perfor-
ming Bobo Niyah outshines other artists with his energy  
laden stage shows and sparking charisma he has  
repeatedly thrilled the masses at Summerjam Festival.
Apart from all this Bobo Niyah is open to any music style


